
 Product Information

Product Description: 

Carmanhaas Fiber Laser Marking Machine adopts highly integrated fiber laser and high-speed scanning
galvanometer. The output power is stable, the optical mode is good, suitable for fine and precise
marking; small size, full air cooling, no consumables, maintenance-free, to meet the needs of industrial
continuous work; imported or domestic lasers can be selected according to requirements. 

Product Features:  

(1)Mark a variety of metallic and non-metallic materials.
(2)Non-contact processing, no damage to products, no tool wear, good marking quality;



(3)The beam quality is good, the loss is low, and the processing heat affected area is small.
(4)High processing efficiency, computer control and easy automation
(5)Marking software is compatible with files from Coreldraw, AutoCAD, Photoshop and other software
(6)Support PLT, PCX, DXF, BMP, etc., you can directly use SHX, TTF font library.
(7)Support automatic coding, printing serial number, batch number, date, barcode, QR code, automatic
number jump, etc. 

Application industry: 

Widely used in plastic transparent keys, integrated circuits (IC), digital product parts, precision
machinery, jewelry, sanitary ware, measuring tools and cutting tools, clocks and glasses, electronic
components, hardware accessories, hardware tools, mobile communication components, auto and
motorcycle accessories High-precision product identification industry such as plastic products, medical
devices, building materials and pipes. 

Applicable materials: 



It is suitable for high-hard alloy, electroplating products, coating products, ABS, epoxy resin, ink coating
products, ceramics, engineering plastics, etc.

fiber laser marking machine

https://www.opticallenssupplier.com/products/China-factory-Portable-Laser-Marking-For-Metal-And-Plastics.html














 Factory&Certificate







 Packing Details

 Packing details  One set in a wooden case
 Single package size  113x85x173cm
 Single gross weight  300Kg
 Delivery time  Shipped in 2-5 days after receiving full payment

Packing List:

 Item Name   Quantity



 Laser Marking Machine  Carmanhaas
 1 set 

 Machine body  Fully enclosed Cabinet
 AC Power cord (Optional )  EU/USA /National Standard  1 set
 Wrench tool   1 set
 30cm Ruler   1 piece
 User Manual   1 piece
 Laser Protective Googles  1064nm  1 piece


